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What a Body Can Do: Rethinking Body 
Functionality Through a Feminist 
Materialist Disability Lens 

Abstract 

A burgeoning body of literature shows a positive relationship between body 

functionality and positive body image. Although still nascent, research centering 

experiences of people with disabilities and bodily differences develops this literature. 

In this article, we offer directions for this research, bringing body functionality into 

dialogue with feminist materialist disability theory to examine relations between 

people’s bodily perceptions and the socio-material worlds they occupy. Feminist 

disability theory re-imagines difference through an affirmative lens, conceptualising 

body image as relational and processual, and approaching difference through four 

orientations: difference is basic to the world; difference is not deficiency; difference is 

not the problem, our inhospitable and ableist world is; and centering difference 

exposes the mythical norm. We apply this lens to body functionality research, and 

outline implications for research, practice, and theory, arguing that building a bridge 

between these frameworks offers a stepping off point for exciting directions for body 

image research.  

Keywords 

Feminist disability theory, body functionality, positive body image, embodiment, 

bodymind difference, materialism 
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Introduction 

Since the inception of Body Image in 2004, many researchers have called for 

a centring of positive body image. Within these calls, body functionality is identified 

as a promising direction for understanding positive body image and, by implication, 

for guiding body image-enhancing interventions (Alleva et al., 2015, 2016, 2018). 

Body functionality research focuses on what the body can do, not the way it looks 

(Abbott & Barber, 2010; Alleva et al., 2014); and conceptualizes functionality in terms 

of “body-as-process” versus “body-as-object” (Franzoi, 1995), or sometimes “body 

image” versus “embodiment” (e.g., Abbott & Barber, 2010). From such work, 

functionality is defined as “everything that the body is capable of doing” including 

“physical capacities (e.g., walking), health (e.g., digestion), senses (e.g., sight), 

creative endeavours (e.g., dancing), communication (e.g., body language), and self-

care (e.g., showering)” (Alleva et al., 2016, p. 10). 

A range of studies highlight how focusing on body functionality can help 

people to cultivate a positive body image. Randomized controlled trials illustrate how 

focusing on body functionality can improve women’s body image (e.g., Alleva, 

Diedrichs, Halliwell, Martijn, et al., 2018; Alleva et al., 2015, 2014), and qualitative 

researchers highlight participants’ expression of body appreciation when attuning to 

and finding pleasure in their embodied experiences of functionality (e.g., Bailey et al., 

2015; Piran, 2016). Across methodologies and approaches, a clear pattern has 

emerged, demonstrating that a focus on functionality over appearance may enable 

greater body appreciation and may reduce negative effects of viewing thin-ideal 

media (Alleva et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). Functionality is now listed in reviews of 

positive body image approaches and figures into measures of positive body image 

(Alleva et al., 2017; Rubin & Steinberg 2011; Webb et al., 2015). Summarizing this 
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field, Alleva and colleagues conclude that “focusing on body functionality is both 

related to a healthier body image and can also cause improvements in body image” 

(Alleva, Diedrichs, Halliwell, Martijn, et al., 2018, p. 86).  

Seeking routes to further understand functionality, researchers have argued 

for more in-depth examinations of body functionality as it is experienced amongst 

people with disabilities and other body-related differences (e.g., in size, in gender 

presentation, in age, and living with pain and chronic health conditions; Webb et al., 

2015). Research centering disabled people’s experiences tells a more complex story 

about functionality as it relates to positive body image. For example, some studies 

show that participants with physical disabilities may experience a focus on body 

functionality negatively as it can draw their attention to disability-related decreases in 

organ function (i.e., bladder and bowel; Bailey et al., 2016; Vinoski Thomas et al., 

2019). Participants with disabilities also report incorporating (Vinoski Thomas et al., 

2019) and not incorporating (Bailey et al., 2017) functionality into their overall 

definition of body image. This research challenges a binary approach to “body-as-

process” versus “body-as-object” by proposing that women with visible disabilities 

experience a “functional-aesthetic” (i.e., the intersection of function and appearance; 

Vinoski Thomas et al., 2019). Indeed, Vinoski Thomas et al. (2019) argue that body 

functionality research “should recognize what some bodies cannot do, and that many 

bodies function differently” (p. 89). Alleva and Tylka (2021) suggest that the 

construct be understood as multifaceted, not centred on the able-body, and not 

equated with appearance. 

This brief summary evidences the importance of body functionality in body 

image research, and the need for further exploration, particularly through research 

with people living with difference. Building on Vinoski Thomas et al.’s (2019) and our 
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own engagement with feminist disability studies (Chandler & Rice, 2013; Rice et al., 

2005a, 2005b; Rice, 2014, 2015; Rice, Chandler, et al., 2015; Riley, Evans, & 

Robson, 2018), we highlight opportunities for forward-movement in the body image 

field through aligning with a feminist disability perspective. This purpose springs from 

our positioning as four scholars who are differently situated in relation to feminist 

disability studies and body image scholarship and practice. Two of us are trained 

clinicians with a combined three decades of clinical experience in the body image 

and eating disorders fields; one has a background in kinesiology and rehabilitation 

with disabled people; and all of us are published body image researchers whose 

work draws on critical feminist theory and who value socially just research. Our 

experiences of difference and distress likewise vary: one of us identifies as non-

normatively embodied, three as living with episodic disability, two as queer, and all of 

us with varying histories of eating/body image-related distresses. We adopt a broad 

definition of difference that encompasses those labelled as fat (a word which, in-

keeping with a fat studies scholars and fat activists such as Cooper, 2016, we 

reclaim as a political descriptor and identity), autistic/neuro-diverse, physically 

disabled (e.g., spinal cord injury), sensorially disabled (e.g., D/deaf, blind), 

developmentally disabled (e.g., cerebral palsy), episodically disabled (fluctuating 

conditions such as multiple sclerosis, major depression), learning disabled, visibly 

different (e.g., mastectomy), and trans, gender non-conforming and more. 

In this article, we put feminist disability theory into conversation with the body 

functionality literature, arguing that such an engagement enriches the construct of 

body functionality by reaching toward new ways of thinking about difference and, 

with this, new directions for body functionality research. We enter into this dialogue 

through considering the question “what a body can do” from a feminist disability 
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perspective, and through outlining four affirmative orientations to difference that are 

foundational to the approach. We then show how these can be used as a lens for 

new ways of thinking about body functionality research. To conclude, we discuss 

implications of this “coming together” for research, practice, and theory, providing 

actionable suggestions that researchers might use to help them undertake 

difference-attuned body functionality research. In so doing, we offer a novel 

alignment of two currently developing literatures—body functionality research and 

feminist disability theory—that have a shared interest in enhancing lived experiences 

of bodies and reducing distress in and about bodies.  

Thinking Differently About Difference 

Feminist disability studies is a vibrant and growing interdisciplinary field that 

seeks to reimagine disability, contest dominant assumptions about disabled bodies 

and lives, and centre the often-dismissed voices of disabled people in order to 

challenge misrepresented experiences (Garland-Thomson, 2005). By bringing 

together the theoretical and methodological insights of both feminist studies and 

disability studies, it opens space for new perspectives on the intricate relations 

among bodies, selves, and worlds. One generative direction in feminist disability 

studies is found in feminist materialist disability theory, which moves beyond the 

broad base of feminist disability scholarship to focus more narrowly on rethinking 

embodied experience in relation to its embeddedness in the socio-material world.  

Emerging over the last two decades from feminist philosophy and critical 

science studies, this theoretical perspective offers a way of thinking about the 

materiality, or fleshiness, of bodies without essentializing them or losing the 

important understanding of bodies as produced through and within context. A 
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feminist materialist disability approach does not seek to determine what a specific—

gendered, raced or disabled—body is or does.  Instead, it recognizes the complex 

and confounding roles of social conventions, practices and discourses in shaping our 

bodily matter and capacities (e.g., learning to “throw like a girl”; Young, 1980). The 

theory thus conceptualizes the body as dynamic—not as something that “is” but as 

something always in the process of “becoming.” To capture this dynamism, the 

approach is future-oriented, thinking about difference in ways that encourage 

analysis of the material, social, and discursive conditions that might expand 

possibilities for what specific bodies can do and become. It is also past-oriented, 

tracing changes in meaning-making around key terms over time because they offer 

insight into contemporary understandings.  

Given that language is itself political and its use carries material and 

ideological weight, we outline what might be unfamiliar terminology to some readers 

that underscores our theory work to follow. In disability studies, the term bodymind is 

used to resist the mind/body split embedded in Western thought that both privileges 

the mind and treats the mind and body as separate or separable entities. Bodymind 

reconfigures human embodiment as fluid and as indivisibly entangled with the world, 

situating embodied experience as a site of knowledge. Bodymind differences, then, 

refer to embodied non-normativities (Clare, 2017), or all bodies and minds that 

westernized cultures define as outside what we take as “normal.” We use the terms 

“people with disabilities” and “disabled people” interchangeably, recognizing that 

some writers prefer person-first language and that identity-first language is the 

preferred terminology for others. Person-first language has become highly prevalent 

and even mandated in some academic disciplines, professions, and journals as a 

means of emphasizing personhood and de-emphasizing disability in an attempt to 
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reduce stereotyping and stigma toward those with disabilities (Peers et al., 2014). 

Within critical disability studies and activisms, however, many have advocated 

identity-first language, arguing that the later recognizes the significance of disability 

to people’s experiences and identities, affirms disabled people’s value in and through 

(rather than in spite of) difference, and also draws attention to disablement as a 

social process—to the idea that individuals become disabled through social 

structures and relations—whilst asserting that disability itself is an identity and 

culture (Goodley, 2016). We alternate between person-first and identity-first terms for 

stylistic reasons and as a nod to the on-going-ness of debates over language, both 

in and outside of disability communities and activisms (Brown, 2011; Dunn & 

Andrews, 2015).  

Informed by these framings, feminist materialist disability theory re-imagines 

bodymind differences through four orientations to difference: a) difference is basic to 

the world; b) difference is not the problem, our inhospitable and ableist world is; c) 

difference is not deficiency; and d) a focus on difference exposes “the mythical 

norm.” We discuss these below, as it is these tenets that open up affirmative 

trajectories for conceiving and doing functionality-related body image work. 

Difference is Basic to the World  

This tenet foregrounds the understanding that difference is always 

materializing in relation to people’s social and physical environments and to their 

actual bodily changes (Rice, 2018; Rice et al., 2018). All of us experience difference, 

whether through developing illness, growing old, moving to an unfamiliar and ill-fitting 

environment, being sexed differently when we use seatbelts and medicines designed 

for male bodies, or otherwise being marked and treated as different. Here, difference 

might be understood as basic to the world in the sense that human bodyminds are 
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continuously changing in their ongoing interconnectedness with an ever-dynamic 

world. This means bodyminds are conceptualized as always dynamically in a 

process of becoming different from other bodies and from what they were previously; 

that individual experiences of difference are never separable from the social and 

material contexts in which they materialize and are lived; and that it is therefore 

impossible to parse out individual from social factors in research.  

Early conceptualizations of body image and embodiment likewise entangled 

individual and social factors. For example, Paul Schilder, the neurologist and 

sociologist credited with first using the term body image, paved the way for multi-

dimensional theorizing of bodily experiences as simultaneously physiological, 

affective, and socio-cultural (1950/1935). For Schilder, body image continuously 

formed and reformed through the constitutive interchange of the sensory with the 

psychological and the social-relational; thus, body image could not be parsed into 

separable parts since its processes and problems could never be “finally attributed to 

either body or world” (1950/1935, p. 123). Embodiment stems from a different 

tradition—phenomenological philosophy—and additionally orients to the fluid, 

dynamic, and more or less conscious ways that multi-sensory experiences integrate 

when bodies and worlds meet (Merleau-Ponty, 1996/1964). For both Schilder and 

Merleau-Ponty, as for feminist materialist disability scholars, self, body, and world 

are always in the process of becoming, continuously shaped by and shaping each 

other. Similarly, from a feminist materialist perspective, reality is constantly being 

made, as everything moves and affects everything else in the making of the physical 

world (Garland-Thomson, 2011). By thinking about the world as in continual 

construction and re-construction, we can imagine possibilities for bodies beyond 

existing physical barriers and constraining discourses (Rice et al., 2017, 2018).  
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Difference is not Deficiency  

In the Western world, dominant cultural and biomedical ways of framing the 

non-normative bodymind as problem or pathology construct difference as deficiency. 

When differences are represented as individual problems or pathologies, they are 

understood as in need of fixing or cure, often through individualized biomedical 

and/or psychological interventions. While we critique these logics, we also 

acknowledge that individualized and biomedicalized interventions can have positive 

psychological outcomes for non-normatively embodied people. For example, 

hormonal treatments and gender confirmation surgery may offer trans youth relief 

from the distresses of living in a body that is interpersonally and socially perceived 

as out of sync with who they feel/know themselves to be. Similarly, people living with 

mobility impairments may seek out relief from life threatening or painful symptoms or 

strive to improve their functionality. It is also true that many non-normatively 

embodied people do not seek out or wish for cure. For instance, gender non-

conforming youth, who do not fit the binary gender system of boy/man or girl/woman, 

may find more relief from changes in the cultural and environmental landscape (i.e. 

others’ use of their pronouns, access to non-gendered bathrooms) than from 

attempts at cure, whether cure entails “fixing” their bodies or their minds. Further, 

many impairments, such as cerebral palsy, Down syndrome and learning disabilities, 

are not curable. This also applies to fat, given that “solutions” to “the problem of 

obesity” often fail (dieting’s high failure rate; Mann et al., 2007; Rice, 2007, 2014) 

and produce their own health risks (Tylka et al., 2014).  

Always tethering disability to cure brushes off the experiences of those who 

will never be cured and discounts human experiences of living with bodymind 

difference. For example, it ignores the reality of people born with some disabilities 
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who have never inhabited a so-called “normal body,” so for them disability is the 

normative state. Disability scholars thus argue that understanding difference as 

deficiency creates an orientation towards a fix or cure that roots the “problem” with 

difference in an individual body or mind rather than in the worlds that people inhabit. 

They further theorize that this “curative imaginary,” with its promise of a fix sometime 

in the unforeseeable future funnels funds and efforts away from creating a more 

accessible and hospitable world in the here and now, which would be enabled by a 

more affirmative approach to disability (Kafer, 2013).   

Difference is not the Problem, our Inhospitable, Ableist World is  

If we recognize that difference is basic to the world, then we stop 

problematizing bodyminds marked as different and turn a critical lens onto the ableist 

organization of the world. Kumari-Campbell (2009) describes ableism as “a network 

of beliefs, processes and practices that produces a particular kind of self and body 

(the corporeal standard) that is projected as the perfect, species-typical and 

therefore essential and fully human. Disability then, is cast as a diminished state of 

being human” (p. 44). Disability studies scholars argue that the construction of a 

mental and physical ideal in Western science reproduces ableism by casting all 

people who do not fit within its boundaries as “incapable, lesser than, or ‘Other’” 

(Viscardis et al., 2019, p. 1288). These Others, as feminist materialist Rosi Braidotti 

(2016) stresses, “embody difference as pejoration, and their differences get 

organized on a hierarchical scale of decreasing social and symbolic worth” (p. 381).  

Considering the dis/enabling aspects of our world leads to nuanced 

distinctions between impairment and disability. Impairment, in the social model of 

disability, is configured as embodied, and disability is considered to be engendered 

from social and physical structures, discourses, and relationships that make it 
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challenging to exist in the world whilst inhabiting a body that is configured as 

different (Goering, 2015). For example, people who use wheelchairs are disabled by 

a built environment that favours stairs over ramps. Dyslexia and some other learning 

disabilities do not exist in oral cultures, surfacing only as impairments in contexts 

where the written word is the privileged mode of communication, thus bringing 

learning differences into being and culturally framing them as problems.  

Garland-Thomson (2011) uses the metaphors of “misfitting” and “fitting” to 

theorize how embodied experiences are shaped through arrangements or 

relationships between bodies and worlds, which are seamless and comfortable in the 

case of fittings and disjointed and out of place in the case of misfittings. Fitting and 

misfitting are then defined by “the degree to which that shared material world 

sustains the particularities of our embodied life at any given moment or place” (2011, 

p. 596). Here, disability is created through the coming together of bodymind and 

world, directing us to consider the processes that make bodies in context. A 

processual perspective means that the question of “what a body can do” (including 

how it acts, interacts, feels, and affects others) might be answerable only if we attend 

to the myriad relations that enable and constrain it. Indeed, we can never definitively 

know “what a body is capable of” (Deleuze, 1992, p. 226) since this question is 

intrinsically bound to the body’s contextual relations—with its environments and 

circumstances, kin and social networks, interests and aspirations, past and future 

lives and more. Feminist materialist disability scholars have used this argument to 

call into question attempts to pre-determine the body’s limits, favouring instead work 

oriented toward minimizing constraints and creating a world that maximizes “fittings” 

and possibilities for what bodyminds can become.  
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A Focus on Difference Exposes “The Mythical Norm”  

In affirming and centring the experiences of bodies of difference within its 

scholarship, feminist materialist disability studies exposes the hidden operations of 

“the mythical norm,” or what our culture imagines the normative or prototypical 

human to be. Since the Renaissance and the Enlightenment major Western 

philosophers and scientists (from DaVinci and Descartes onwards) have imagined 

humanity “as very much a male of the species: it is a he. Moreover, he is white, 

European, handsome and able-bodied … [and] heterosexually inscribed” (Braidotti, 

2013, pp. 24, 65). As Indigenous scholars have noted, this version of the human has 

at its core Eurocentric and imperialist tendencies, casting those outside of Europe 

and beyond the boundaries of whiteness as less than human or inhuman (e.g., 

Coulthard, 2014). Such thinking at the centre of humanist-empiricist thought 

(Douglas et al., 2019; Rice et al., 2018) has informed and continues to haunt the 

human sciences by establishing and re-inscribing norms and outliers, ensuring that 

some of us are more human than others, and that many of us are excluded from the 

category.  

Ways of thinking and researching that reproduce norms and marginalize 

differences are evident in the histories of the concepts of body image and 

embodiment. Both Schilder and Merleau Ponty understood the bodymind as an 

integrated, dynamic ongoing process yet they each followed early neurological 

research in using the abnormal to define a mythical norm—the latter creating a 

problematic legacy for people with disabilities. For example, Schilder drew from case 

histories of people with neurological impairments and phantom limbs sensations to 

determine what a “normal” body image should be, thus creating a normative 

standard against which outlier (impaired) bodies were compared and deemed as 
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pathological. Further, the body that Schilder imagined as “normal” relied on his 

equating of white non-disabled male experience with human experience and on his 

coding of all embodied experience beyond these boundaries as “abnormal.” 

Merleau-Ponty’s concept of embodiment has received similar criticisms of treating 

the white, male body as “standard” or “normal” (although there is debate about this 

charge; Weiss, 2015).  

These histories have significant implications for the field, setting up binary 

relations between normal/impaired bodies (and female/male bodies) that have 

centered the non-disabled, stable body as an ideal state, and thus something to 

strive towards. The mythical norm constructs an understanding of disability as 

deficiency; and exposing the mythical norm, which is so deeply embedded in 

Western thought as to be invisible to those using it, is central for taking an affirmative 

approach to disability and difference.  

Body Functionality Through a Feminist Materialist Disability 

Theory Lens 

Feminist materialist disability theory conceptualizes the bodymind as 

processual and relational—as fluid, integrated, interconnected, and always becoming 

through its continual interaction with the social, cultural and material world. In 

adopting an affirmative approach to difference, it also seeks to develop social, 

cultural and material contexts that increase people’s capacities for action, and 

question interventions that bind certain traits or in/capacities to specific bodies, 

especially where these inscribe difference as deficiency or reproduce the mythical 

norm. Below, we apply feminist materialist disability theory to the body functionality 

literature, exploring what this line of inquiry shows and the differences it brings to 
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light. These pivot on conceptualizations of body image as object versus process; on 

considerations of the role of the research apparatus in influencing the body images 

that result; and on aims of broadening versus de-centering norms in body 

functionality research. Our purpose is to build a bridge between body functionality 

and feminist materialist disability work as a stepping-off point for rethinking research 

design in ways that anticipate and welcome non-normative embodiments into body 

image research. 

Body Image as Object versus as Process 

In the body functionality literature, the question “what a body can (or cannot) 

do” is underpinned by a relatively static model of the bodymind. Many researchers 

consider body image to be relatively stable over time, with minor context-influenced 

fluctuations (Melnyk et al., 2004). Body image trait measures, for example, treat the 

construct as a discrete “thing” located in the individual rather than as a momentary, 

situationally-specific snapshot (i.e., state measures) in an ongoing dynamical 

process of change. In the main, the functionality literature also regards the body 

functionality construct as separate enough from context and from other body image 

components that it can be set apart and measured. However, some positive body 

image research suggests that body image may be more fluid, contextually-shaped 

and integrated than often theorized. For example, Wood-Barcalow et al.’s (2010) 

grounded theory analysis of the body concepts of 15 women with positive body 

image foregrounds the relationality and context-specific nature of a body image that 

is contextually-linked and unfixed. Likewise, Piran’s work (2012, 2016) demonstrates 

different orientations to and effects of body image in relation to a range of social 

factors including age and socioeconomic status. Although the body functionality 

literature understands bodyminds as produced from the interaction of multiple but 
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separable components (including internal and external capabilities and processes, 

sensory, creative, interpersonal, and self-caring aspects, which are often linked to 

positive body-image related outcomes), some research also holds potential for 

alignment with a more interconnected model that brings together aesthetic and 

functional aspects of body image, seen, for example, in Vinoski Thomas et al. (2019) 

findings of a functional-aesthetic. 

The Role of the Research Apparatus  

Thinking about body image as contextualized, relational, and processual also 

leads to different considerations of how the research apparatus itself informs what 

we find. Scale-based research is common in body functionality work; this work holds 

practical value, allowing researchers to assess intervention efficacy and to generate 

conclusions that help to put body image on policy and practice agendas. However, 

scales to assess body functionality capture situational and temporally-specific 

snapshots of a process that early body image (Schilder) and embodiment (Merleau-

Ponty) scholars theorized as dynamic and that some positive body image research 

has shown as mutable (Wood-Barcalow et al., 2010). 

The concern is not just that a snapshot means we are missing the process, 

but that the apparatus itself is part of the process. This understanding of the 

research apparatus emerges from the work of feminist scientists such as physicist 

Karen Barad (2007), who brings insights from quantum physics into conversation 

with feminist theory. Barad’s materialist approach draws on a different ontology—or 

theory of reality—than the one that dominates the social and psychological sciences. 

Conventional psychological wisdom sees reality as relatively stable and something 

that exists “out there,” independent of researchers and research tools. In Barad’s 

view, reality is constantly shifting and affected by multiple forces that converge in the 
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moment, including those that structure the research environment and process. Since 

every study will have a particular apparatus that structures what happens in the 

research, it is impossible to have a bias-free process. The preferred practice 

becomes one of seeking to remove bias in line with the conventional way of 

conducting objectivist research, and also of questioning how the chosen apparatus 

might increase the chances of bringing forth certain responses and aspects of reality 

(e.g., helpful aspects of one’s body image), and reducing the chances of bringing 

forth others (e.g., harmful ones). As any involvement in the world affects its 

becoming, objectivity cannot be achieved through mitigating bias alone; instead, 

researchers strive for objectivity through accounting for how the socio-materials 

worlds they occupy, and the research processes they design, also influence 

participant realities.  

The socio-material world includes the institutions in which research is 

conducted. Researchers who recognize that perceptions of bodily capacities are 

shaped in and through environments may recognize that if scales are administered 

in inaccessible spaces, they will continue to capture only normative experience. This 

is significant as many body image studies are conducted in universities, and most 

universities give individual learners funds for accommodations, failing to consider 

how researchers also require resources to build accessibility into their research 

programs. Responsibility for accessibility is downloaded onto the individual (who 

must advocate for accommodation on a case by case basis) rather than being 

distributed equitably to create spaces where everyone has a role to play in enacting 

accessibility—researchers, participants, institutions and funding bodies. From here, 

we might speculate about how the results of a body functionality study conducted at 

a university that has not made every effort to create an accessible campus might 
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differ from one run through the Disability Cultural Centre at UC Berkeley, a centre 

that was conceived for students to feel “comfortably disabled,” (Rogers, 2020) in a 

city with a long history of accessibility activism (leading to accessible streets, 

housing, businesses, transportation and more, see Hamraie, 2017). Similarly we 

might reflect on the ways that findings from a body functionality study conducted with 

D/deaf (the capitalized “D” referring to those who are immersed in Deaf culture and 

the “d” to those who aren’t) students on many campuses might differ from one 

conducted with those attending Gallaudet University in Washington D.C., an 

American Sign Language-immersive university that ensures its “campus setting is 

responsive and expressive of the rich relationship between deaf and hard of hearing 

experiences and the built environment—an emerging approach to architecture and 

planning developed at Gallaudet known as DeafSpace” 

(https://www.gallaudet.edu/campus-design-and-planning).  

Broadening versus De-Centring Norms 

Contemporary body functionality researchers share with feminist disability 

scholars a desire for greater inclusion and celebration of body diversity in all its 

forms. From a feminist disability perspective one of the strengths of the functionality 

research is its support for moving away from the pursuit of unattainable appearance 

ideals (Alleva et al., 2018). Focusing on functionality offers a positive approach to 

sex, gender, and appearance-based differences, as most people can find at least 

one thing about how their body works in the world that they feel good about (Alleva 

et al., 2016; Alleva, Diedrichs, Halliwell, Martijn, et al., 2018). Functionality research 

also offers the potential to move beyond ableism, weightism and ageism in body 

image research when the definition of functionality is extended beyond physical 

prowess (Webb et al., 2015). Scale development has reflected this widening lens; 
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Alleva and colleagues (2017), for example, present a Functionality Appreciation 

Scale (FAS) that links “body appreciation beyond high levels of satisfaction with 

physical condition” (p. 30); they note that the scale broadens the construct beyond 

normative notions of physical abilities toward “everything the body can do or is 

capable of doing” (p. 28). Scales like these attend to some problematics reproduced 

in earlier body functionality work, which more narrowly focused on bodily capacities 

for exercise and physical performance (e.g., the majority of the Embodiment Scale 

items focus on physical activities and performance capacities; Abbot & Barber, 

2010). However, the development of body functionality scales and interventions has 

still been based mainly on young white, non-disabled, college-based, heterosexual, 

cis-gender people.  

Some body functionality researchers explicitly argue for more research 

considering the experiences of individuals with wide-ranging disabilities and 

differences (e.g., Bailey et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2015; Vinoski Thomas et al., 2019); 

however, very few studies, even in the recent body functionality literature (e.g., 

Alleva et al., 2019, 2020) note disability/difference status amongst demographics 

(with the exception of Alleva, Diedrichs, Halliwell, Peters, et al., 2018; Vinoski 

Thomas et al., 2020). In much of the literature, it is also difficult to discern whether 

efforts had been made to recruit—and involve in research planning processes—

people with mental, sensory, and other disabilities and mindbody differences. People 

with disabilities and differences, specifically those with larger or smaller body sizes, 

scarring, mastectomy, gender non-conforming features/orientations, Autism, 

Tourette’s and Down syndrome, or age-related conditions continue to be absent from 

much of the body image literature, including body functionality research. This 

absence also marginalizes experiences of pain and suffering that are integral to 
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human bodily experience, reducing capacities for understanding body image 

processes and experiences relevant for both normative and non-normative bodies 

alike (Douglas et al., 2020).  

Feminist materialist disability scholars also question the framing of “inclusion” 

in body functionality research. This may relate, in part, to the routes each field takes 

for achieving our common values of welcoming body diversity. Whereas many body 

image researchers aim to be inclusive by bringing in more non-normatively 

embodied participants to address under-representation, feminist disability scholars 

seek to challenge normative ways of knowing and being through centring difference. 

So, while inclusion of difference is welcome, a feminist materialist disability 

perspective seeks to unmoor the category of normal itself. This aim calls us to 

question whether body functionality research may still unintentionally recentre the 

mythical norm and thus reproduce an imperative or push for bodily self-improvement, 

which implicitly links disability/difference with deficiency. For example, in Bailey et 

al.’s (2015) study, physically active people with spinal cord injury described regains 

in function as contributing to their overall positive body image. This study took place 

at an exercise facility, where functional gains were the primary objective promoted by 

staff and endorsed by attendees. A feminist materialist perspective helps 

contextualize Bailey’s results against the knowledge that equating gains in function 

with a positive body image rests on normative assumptions about what a “good 

body” is, often underscored in rehabilitative and exercise-based contexts.  

Given that a materialist perspective on disability argues that disabilities reside 

not in bodies but in the relationship between bodies and worlds, it calls for closer 

attention to the fit or misfit between bodies and their environments. Without this 

attention, researchers miss opportunities to consider how disability and difference 
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might be envisioned not as problems to be fixed but rather as human diversity, and 

as such, as embodiments that could be welcomed through a reimagining of research 

goals, processes, and spaces (Rice et al., 2015). Indeed, Bailey notes that the goal 

of “improvement” in body function was not questioned in her original study; in 

hindsight she began to think through how the research apparatus might have 

contributed to participants’ perceptions of their bodily capacities.  

Implications  

We have made a case that body functionality research could be enhanced by 

fuller engagement with feminist materialist disability perspectives that centralize and 

take an affirmative approach to difference, challenge mythical norms, and shift the 

problem from individuals’ bodies to our ableist world. In this final section, we discuss 

implications of our theorizing for research, practice, and theory in body functionality 

scholarship. Because our focus has been on body functionality research, our 

implications emphasize research, although we also offer suggestions for future 

directions in practice and theory.   

Implications for Research 
Contextualizing Research for Bodymind Possibilities  

Designing studies that explicitly and intentionally focus on that which 

surrounds and interacts with bodies foregrounds the fittings and misfittings of bodies 

in diverse environments as systemic, rather than individual, issues. If we agree that 

body image is processual then we need to design research that surfaces its 

ontological dynamism and that accounts for the role of the apparatus in dynamically 

co-shaping the body images that result. This would allow researchers to consider in 

more expansive ways how power and difference might flow through their research 
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apparatus. Here the apparatus is understood to extend beyond the tools used, 

toward all aspects of research design, including tools and measures (e.g., scales, 

questionnaires, interview data), interventions (e.g., writing prompts), research 

spaces (e.g., features of the lab, classroom, or local environment in which the study 

is conducted), technology used, knowledge systems (e.g., dominant discourses, 

research paradigms, existing empirical research, theoretical orientations) as well as 

researchers’ and participants’ embodiments. From a feminist materialist optic, these 

dimensions are thought to impact findings in tangible ways—to co-produce the 

participants’ immediate realities and, thus, to influence the results. We invite body 

functionality researchers to consider these dimensions in applying the question “what 

difference does the apparatus make?” to their studies. Answering this question 

allows us to see our findings as giving us a picture of how body functionality might 

form for a certain demographic in the circumstances of the moment (as in the case of 

students attending the above universities). Such details and discussion of the 

context of a research study could also be included in research protocol write ups. 

Accounting for the role of the research in dynamically co-shaping possibilities 

for bodies also entails recognising how social scientific discourses—including 

findings in the field of body image—influence what bodies are perceived as capable 

of doing and that this, in turn, impacts what they actually do. This is evident in 

research with children labelled as overweight or obese. In this situation, children may 

respond to reduced expectations for their physical capacities and assumptions about 

their eating and activity by conforming to those very expectations and assumptions 

(Rice, 2007, 2014, 2015). That research findings have ripple effects on people’s lived 

realities holds particular relevance for body image research if the knowledge we 
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produce and the processes by which we produce it uphold or conversely undo an 

oppressive (e.g., ableist or fatphobic) status quo. 

Centralizing Disability and Bodily Difference  

We argue for centralizing disability and bodily difference in body functionality 

research, both ethically, to avoid inadvertent reproduction of the mythical norm, and 

practically, given that a focus on the young, slender, cis-gendered, and able-bodied 

is likely to miss what can be learned about diverse ways of knowing and being from 

research that attends to bodymind difference. A difference-positive lens invites 

researchers to consider the accessibility of room configurations, recruitment 

strategies, surveys (Vinoski Thomas et al., 2020), and other quantitative and 

qualitative research spaces and tools, and how these may need to be rethought in 

order to not recruit homogenous populations and reproduce ableist, ageist and other 

norms. When conceptualizing their study, body image scholars might also consider 

the need for translators, closed-captioned and audio-described images, videos and 

communication applications, microphones, and other accessibility tools to make their 

research more accessible to people with diverse embodiments. Such actions 

enhance the accessibility of body image research and broaden the range of 

experiences included. 

It seems reasonable to assume that a person’s evaluation of what their body 

can do might differ if they are the only non-normatively-embodied person 

participating in a body functionality intervention versus if they complete the same 

exercise in a difference-affirming space together with other non-normatively 

embodied people—researchers and participants. When interventions happen in 

contexts where mythical norms operate, we speculate that participants will feel 

shame, fear, and disgust about embodying difference unless invited to think and feel 
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otherwise. For this reason, we think it is critically important to explicitly give 

participants permission to experience their embodiments differently, and here 

offering a disability, fat, and trans affirmative approach would be useful in creating a 

politicized space where the group has been primed to think/feel differently about 

non-normative embodiments before engaging in the research. Participants without 

access to these ideas will likely default to norms whether or not they embody them.  

Developing research protocols that do not reproduce normal/abnormal 

binaries, centre the mythical norm, or equate disability with deficiency can be 

developed by thickening understandings of body function. We use the word thicken 

intentionally here, in line with fat studies scholars and fat activists (Cooper, 2016; 

Rinaldi et al., 2020), who argue for reclaiming such language to dispel its negative 

charge; further, “thick” in Anglo-Black popular culture is not always a negative 

descriptor and in many cases, comprises an effort by Black women to redefine their 

own body standards (Friedman et al., 2020). Thickening means designing scales 

and interventions that orient to the potentialities of bodies of difference, exploring 

how people with disabilities and other embodied differences experience their worlds 

in diverse ways regardless of their disabilities, and how they use their own creative 

alternative forms of sensory perception/communication (i.e., haptic, visual, aural) and 

movement (e.g., by crawling, rolling, or moving skilfully in other ways in sync with 

their mobility devices).  

This approach also helps to thicken our ontology by considering ways that the 

measurement devices themselves, as part of subjects’ immediate social stimuli, are 

likely to influence the picture taken. We suggest that scales may be useful in 

capturing a snapshot in a specific time and space with one caveat: they are part of 

the research apparatus and as such, may help to bring forth certain realities over 
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others. Foregrounding the idea that measures only capture snapshots of an ever-

changing reality might mean we take our pictures more often in order to better track 

fluctuations in reality. Here, we also highlight the potential of qualitative, 

participatory, and arts-based approaches as methods that can take a systemic 

perspective and/or privilege diverse embodied ways of knowing and being (Bradbury 

Huang, 2010) and centralize bodymind differences as sites of experiential knowledge 

in the research process. For example, through iterative action research, participants 

who had varying physical disabilities, chronic health conditions, and across various 

ages, co-created with Bailey et al. (2019) a positive body image program that 

challenged and resisted societal standards of bodily appearance and function. This 

type of work illustrates the value that those not typically configured as participants (or 

not considered at all) can offer to the design, conduct, and evaluation of body image 

research (Bailey & Gammage, 2020). 

Arts-based interventions such as photovoice, digital storytelling, and 

videomaking might also invite participants to capture the ambiguity and complexity of 

their embodied experiences (Rice et al., 2018; Rice, LaMarre, et al., 2020; Rice, 

Pendleton Jiménez, et al., 2020; Friedman et al., 2020). One example is a project 

that engaged a diverse group of young women and gender non-conforming people to 

develop and test an online storytelling application that seeks to widen repertoires for 

thinking about body image (Ensslin et al., 2020). To meet the objective of widening 

repertoires for thinking about body image, diversely-embodied researchers in this 

study introduced diversely-embodied participants to difference-affirming frameworks 

and planned for accessibility prior to co-developing the on-line intervention with the 

participant group.  
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Considering the Body-Technology Nexus 

Another potential direction in research that un-fixes body functionality from 

bodies alone (to bodies interacting with contexts) involves exploring how 

technologies (e.g., hearing aids, mobility devices) are used to access the world and 

integrated into people’s sense of bodily self. Schilder’s early theorizing of body 

image as a malleable construct capable of extending beyond the skin to the outer 

world is of particular relevance here. If the field were to integrate this malleability 

more substantively, researchers might examine how people use technologies (and 

other objects) to enhance their functionality and how they incorporate such devices 

into their bodies. Instead of seeing technologies as separate from the body, used to 

approximate “normalcy,” researchers might configure them as presenting new 

opportunities for extending embodiment. 

In an arts-based inquiry with older women, for example, Changfoot and Rice 

(2020; Changfoot et al., forthcoming) found that participant-creators confronted 

reductions in their mobilities due to stroke, arthritis and other conditions of aging by 

incorporating diverse objects (e.g., hearing aids, walkers and even sneakers and 

other everyday objects) into their embodied being to maintain/extend their sense of 

functionality in and access to their surrounding worlds. Conceptualizing porousness 

and blurriness between the internal (e.g., spinal cord injury, D/deafness) and 

external (e.g., speech-to-text technologies, ramped environments, ASL speakers, 

hearing aids, clothing) suggests new directions for promoting positive body image 

through understanding body functionality as relational and contextual—and in line 

with the idea that the “problem” lies not with difference itself, but rather in its 

entanglements with our inhospitable, ableist world (Changfoot & Rice, 2020; 

Changfoot et al., forthcoming). 
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Implications for Practice 

Disability affirmative interventions driven by a feminist materialist approach 

anticipate people’s accessibility requirements: they explicitly welcome people who 

identify as having diverse embodiments in recruitment materials; they collaborate 

with disability services, centres, and organizations; they build audio description and 

American Sign Language interpretation (or another sign language such as Mexican 

Sign Language) into all processes; they run in wheelchair and assistive device 

accessible spaces; and, if relevant, they feature images and narratives of diverse 

bodies moving in a diversity of ways (e.g., walking in wavering ways, crawling, 

moving stumps of arms or legs, stimming); as well as making other changes to the 

built and social environment that signal that diversely-embodied people are 

welcomed. We frame this as an expansive move beyond a “check box” approach 

that focuses on individual accommodation and toward a transformational approach 

that asks us to think about bodies interacting with spaces in ways that open 

possibilities for being and doing. Experiential knowledge produced through such 

interventions is likely to positively impact disabled and non-disabled people alike.  

Using a difference-positive approach to running interventions, intervention 

researchers could experiment with what happens when they shift reality a little bit 

and map how these shifts might affect participants’ perceptions of their functionality. 

For example, they might consider administering body functionality questionnaires in 

a psychology lab compared with at a fat swim or fat liberation conference, or inviting 

non-normatively compared with normatively embodied facilitators to administer 

scales. They might design experimental interventions that enact accessibility and 

hospitality (welcoming difference) by setting up an explicitly difference-positive 

framework. This would mean designing protocols that (in addition to the above) invite 
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non-normatively embodied people to participate in research; inquire about people’s 

accessibility needs prior to participation; make explicit the impacts of the mythical 

norm on experiences of difference; affirm the body sizes, shapes and ways of being 

and moving of all those in the room; feature representations of diverse bodies in any 

materials used; and otherwise incorporate difference-affirmative elements into the 

research. Researchers might try running parallel studies that do not introduce these 

features, administering scales after experimenting with both approaches to consider 

the difference that accessible spaces and processes make. This might reveal some 

of the ways that contextual forces work together to influence participants 

embodiments in different ways.  

Centring disability invites re-consideration of the meanings of functionality 

being mobilized in body functionality research and positive body image interventions. 

Functionality remains a key component of rehabilitation research in measuring 

people’s functional abilities (e.g., physical, sensory, and cognitive) relative to 

population norms, and developing interventions for improving or optimizing their 

“functional status” (Gibson, 2016, p. 54). However, given that people living with 

disabilities do not necessarily equate or even link their functional abilities with the 

quality of their lives, functionality may be operating as a measure of health, well-

being, and success in health institutions even when it might not be for the people 

involved (Gibson, 2016). From this perspective, “the optimization of function… is an 

extension of normalization dressed in different clothes” (p. 54). This can be guarded 

against by centring experiences and scholarship of people with disabilities and 

differences.  

Integrating a feminist materialist disability perspective into practice may feel 

intimidating, as it requires starting from the assumption of difference, and calls into 
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question the “typical” ways of practicing. One place to start is by reading and to that 

end, we offer a reading list (see Table 1) for body image interventionists wanting to 

affirm difference in the conceptualization and implementation of 

programs/interventions. What a feminist materialist disability studies perspective 

might also offer to practice is the opportunity to address the aims of body image 

work. Typically, body image interventions aim to “fix” body image, as we have 

discussed. We do not suggest that this goal be abandoned; however, re-orienting 

toward body image as always in flux, even post-intervention, may offer some 

freedom and flexibility to explore different ways of being in relation to one’s body, to 

context, and to others. The mythical norm encourages us to imagine a stable positive 

body image as the ideal outcome, instead, we might consider, for example, 

promoting body image flexibility in intervention research as a means of enabling 

people to embrace subsequent positive and aversive experiences (Sandoz et al., 

2013; Webb et al., 2015).  

Co-designed and co-implemented interventions also offer up the potential to 

make transformative change within and beyond participants’ cultural and 

environmental landscapes (e.g., education, healthcare, neighbourhoods, subway 

systems, internet; Bailey et al., 2019; Larkin & Rice, 2005, 2006; for a discussion see 

LaMarre et al., 2017). Such work opens discussions for what a positive body image 

intervention outcome might be. Is its aim a fixed positive view on how a body 

functions and/or looks; an ability to move between images that fit the context one is 

in; or an ability to change one’s social, discursive, and material contexts?  

Implications for Theory 

Within the field of body image, models and theories are typically 

multidimensional (as is the definition of body image; Cash & Pruzinsky, 2011), and 
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body image experiences are approached as complex phenomena, where 

antecedents (e.g. body dissatisfaction predicting increased exercise behaviour) can 

also be consequences (e.g. increased exercise predicting increased body 

dissatisfaction; Grogan, 2017; Rice, 2014). The acknowledgment of 

multidimensionality and complexity makes the field well-suited to engage with the 

entanglement of individual, social, and material factors present within a feminist 

materialist disability frame. The feminist materialist disability perspective also pushes 

the field further towards questioning whether internal and external influences are 

truly separable and independent variables.  

In this, we might engage with psychologists Kate Gleeson and Hannah Frith’s 

(2006) argument for rethinking body image along processual lines, as “body imaging 

… an activity rather than a product” (p. 79)—not something one has or is but rather 

what one does. This might mean moving beyond an approach that conceives of body 

image as primarily or only within the individual to consideration of whether features 

of body image might be investigated as entwined with each other and with context, 

rather than as distinct. The question becomes how to capture the sensory, affective, 

and expressive dimensions of body image as it forms and transforms in dynamic 

ways through the interactions of our continuously changing physical bodies, 

psyches, and social and material worlds. This is a significant challenge for research 

that currently parses out the role of various “factors” to measure a stable sense of 

body, but we suggest there is room to imagine new forms of quantitative research to 

incorporate dynamism.  

A direction for this methodological work might be to connect theory and 

empirical work more closely. We suggest a reconsideration of any clear-cut 

separation between body-as-process and body-as-object and a deeper exploration 
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of the advantages of thinking outside dichotomies (e.g., Vinoski Thomas et al., 

2019), by questioning whether process and object are always distinct, and whether 

the individual is separate from (if interacting with) its environment. In keeping with a 

feminist materialist disability view, these lines of inquiry invite us to consider the 

ingredients of body functionality as forces rather than factors, as on-going processes 

more than stable objects. Taking this line of inquiry means expanding on the 

process-orientation of the functionality literature by looking at how a body’s 

capacities unfold in on-going ways through its relations to the world. Making this shift 

re-orients researchers to the dynamism of bodyminds—the idea that reality is 

marked by change and relationality rather than stability and separateness. It also 

presents disability not as deficiency or something to be fixed by looking at an 

individual’s psychology, but rather as an expression of human diversity in a world 

that could be made more hospitable by orienting to minimizing constraints and 

maximizing capacities for action.  

Integrating feminist materialist disability studies with current body image 

theories and models will help advance the body image literature by centring 

bodymind difference. Considering difference as something other than deficiency 

presents an opportunity to engage with other difference-affirming theory such as 

critical embodiment theory, Fat and Critical Obesity Studies (e.g., Calogero et al., 

2016), Aging Studies (e.g., Aubrecht, Kelly, & Rice, 2020; Hurd Clarke, 2010), and 

Trans Studies, which offer ways to avoid re-inscribing ableist, fatphobic, transphobic 

or ageist discourses in research. This engagement could yield explorations of non-

normative experiences of embodiment such as of transness, fatness, facial 

difference, neurodiversity and more that dislodge the mythical norm, framing these 
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experiences not as exceptions or outliers but as helpful for formulating more 

inclusive models of body image and functionality.  

Piran and Teall’s (2012) developmental theory of embodiment, and 

development of the Experience of Embodiment Scale (Piran et al., 2020) offers one 

example of a theoretical-empirical interweaving as they worked up their model 

through a dialogic between empirical data and the philosophical work of Merleau-

Ponty (1996[1964]). In this work, the researchers identify the importance of self-care, 

embodied agency, functionality, and joy as key to positive body image and that these 

aspects are experienced across the dimensions of physical and mental freedom, as 

well as social power. Extending Piran’s (2016) work on the construct of embodiment, 

a feminist materialist disability lens would orient to how the fittings and misfittings of 

differences in various social-relational contexts might direct analytical attention to the 

varied ways that technologies, spaces, and relations contribute to positive and 

negative experiences of embodied difference in time and space.  

Conclusion 

Feminist materialist disability theory holds potential to infuse the body 

functionality literature with exciting directions for future research. Its approach to the 

question of “what a body can do” shifts and thickens current concepts of functionality 

in positive body image research. Rooted in a processual perspective, a feminist 

materialist disability approach highlights the importance of centralizing and affirming 

difference, conceptualizing body image as a fluid, entangled, dynamic process of 

becoming, and guarding against reproducing the mythical norm. It highlights the 

importance of theoretical examination of functionality’s conceptual underpinnings 

and of its methodological mobilization in ways that do not re-inscribe inability but 
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instead reorient to the possibilities of non-normative embodiment (Rice & Chandler, 

2020). It also offers directions for reconceptualizing intervention outcomes to include 

fluidity, adaption, and social change; and challenges current methods and 

measurements, inviting creative consideration of how to design scales and 

interventions that capture the entanglement of internal and external phenomena as 

they dynamically interact across time. Of critical importance, it asks researchers to 

consider how to develop tools and interventions that shift the “problem” of difference 

from the individual to the worlds that people inhabit, and to work collaboratively with 

those who are not typically configured as participants in, and of, body image 

research.  

Researchers who do not currently include/center disability and other forms of 

body diversity in their body image work could start by collecting disability- and 

difference-sensitive demographic data, invite disabled people onto subject expert 

panels for scale creation, and validate questionnaires across non-normative 

samples. Other ways of enacting a feminist materialist disability approach are to 

invite disabled people to codesign research; expand what counts as the research 

apparatus in ways that we have outlined above and use these to interpret findings; 

consider the ableist organization of studies in relation to accessibility of room 

configurations, recruitment strategies, and embodied norms of the researchers; 

conduct the same study in different settings that differently centre disability; 

anticipate and welcome non-normative embodiments; treat scale findings as 

snapshot; reflect on the composition of participant pools across a wider range of 

demographics; and shift research questions away from “fixing” individual psychology 

to asking how to create a world that maximizes “fittings” and possibilities for what 

bodyminds can become. 
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Body functionality is a significant development in body image research and 

represents a productive coming together of qualitative and quantitative methods as 

well as of traditional and critical psychological approaches. This article makes the 

case for further developing such collaborations and reaching across bodies of 

literature to create affirmative body image research. It is an invitation to become 

curious about how we might reframe the tools and discourses we draw on, the 

spaces in which we conduct our research, our sample sizes and features, as well as 

all the things that happen before we administer our scales, in order to develop more 

contextual analyses of the dynamism of body image and body functionality—how 

forces converging in the moment affect and shape these perceptions.  
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